A Stainless Barrel and the traditional Barry Downs Watch to be won, Winners to be drawn from all entries

PROGRAMME

Ranges: 500,500 and 600 yards – 2 x Sighters (optional) and 10 to count
Entry: $40.00 all competitors - Paid Markers
Start: 8:30 am walk up start 500 yards
Special Trophy’s: Tyro, Veteran, Female and under 25.

Badges:

A 10, B 5, C 3, F/S (A) 5 F/S (B) 5 F/Open 5 and FTR5

Medallion for each Range 1st all grades
Concurrent Team Match at 600 yds

Inquires:
Club Secretary: Darby Matthews (0477 285422)
Club Treasurer: Jim Breeze (0429 479821)

Membership/Grading Card and Shooting Licence must be produced when completing entry.
Open to rifle club members affiliated with QRA and/or NRAA

*************************************************************************